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I Am A
Starving
Pig

• You can likely look at me and see that I am not being fed enough.
• You should NOT be able to see my body's bone structure. No hip bones,
no spine, no bones in the face.
• My hair should be somewhat shiny and should lay flat. (except my
mohawk-that can stand)
• My eyes should be bright, dull and lifeless looking eyes can indicate
that I am being starved.
• If my head looks unproportionally large compared to my body, I likely
don't get enough to eat.
• If my legs are bowed or I have difficulty walking constantly, I may be a
starved pig.
• If my backbone is curving upwards causing my stanc e to be hunched
over, I am likely starved.
• If my hair is super thick and "fuzzy" , yet I am not a piglet, this can
indicate I am being starved.
• If I frequently rest my head on surfaces, this is because I do not have
the energy to hold it up. Energy comes from food.
• If my energy level is low and I do not occasionally run and play, this
can be a sign of starvation.
• If you are being told to limit my food to ridiculously small amounts,
and I am not overweight, I am likely bein g starved.
• Starving pigs should not be confused with sick pigs. You should con sult
your vet/someone with experience if you're not sure.
• If I am starving, in my quest to find food, you may mistaken
"aggressiveness" for hun ger.
• If I am not getting enough to eat, there is likely nutritional
deficiencies too. Poor skin, pigmentation an d rough coats can occur.
• If I am in my growing years (the first 5), but not growing much, my
diet may need to be adjusted.
Learn mo re by visiting us at www.minipiginfo.com

